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Mirage Andreev Spectra Generated by Mesoscopic Leads in Nanowire Quantum Dots
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We study transport mediated by Andreev bound states formed in InSb nanowire quantum dots. Two kinds of superconducting source and drain contacts are used: epitaxial Al/InSb devices exhibit a doubling of tunneling resonances, while, in NbTiN/InSb devices, Andreev spectra of the dot appear to be replicated multiple times at increasing source-drain bias voltages. In both devices, a mirage of a crowded spectrum is created. To describe the observations a model is developed that combines the effects of a soft induced gap and of additional Andreev bound states both in the quantum dot and in the finite regions of the nanowire adjacent to the quantum dot. Understanding of Andreev spectroscopy is important for the correct interpretation of Majorana experiments done on the same structures.
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The superconductor-semiconductor hybrids are of recent interest due to the possibility of inducing topological superconductivity accompanied by Majorana bound states (MBS) [1–4]. More generally, when a semiconductor is of finite size, the proximity to a superconductor gives rise to subgap quasiparticle excitations, the so-called Andreev bound states (ABS), that appear due to successive Andreev reflections at the interfaces. Single ABS have been demonstrated in a variety of structures including self-assembled quantum dots, semiconductor nanowires, atomic break junctions, carbon nanotubes, and graphene [5–11]. ABS exhibit many similarities to MBS, and therefore ABS can serve as a prototypical system for Majorana studies [12,13]. Furthermore, MBS are expected to evolve from ABS across a topological phase transition [14,15]. A powerful experimental method for investigating both MBS and ABS is via tunneling, either from a nanofabricated probe or by scanning tunneling spectroscopy [16,17].

In this Letter, we focus on the mesoscopic effects within the tunneling probes. We show that the nontrivial densities of states (DOS) in the probes can drastically affect tunneling characteristics by generating multiple replicas of ABS. To experimentally investigate these effects, we use semiconductor nanowires coupled to superconductors. ABS are induced in a quantum dot by strongly coupling the dot to one superconducting contact. A second superconducting contact and a nanowire segment adjacent to it act as a tunneling probe. To explain our observations, we consider the effects of a soft induced superconducting gap in the nanowire, and of additional ABS induced in nanowire segments adjacent to the dot. The surprising observation of subgap negative differential conductance (NDC) is found to be consistent with a peak in the DOS of the probe at zero chemical potential, which is present even at zero magnetic field. The exact origin of this anomalous DOS remains an open question. Our findings emphasize the importance of understanding the spectral structure of the measuring contacts to interpret tunneling experiments in mesoscopic systems. We expect them to be particularly relevant for the MBS search in similar nanowire devices [15,18–22].

InSb nanowires are grown using metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) [23]. We investigate two devices that are drastically different both in the way they are gated and in the way superconductivity is induced. The first is an Al/InSb device that shows a two-replica tunneling spectrum that can be understood by only considering the effect of a soft induced gap in the nanowire. Building on the simpler example of an InSb/Al device, we discuss the second, NbTiN/InSb, device in which multiple replicas are observed. Properly describing this effect requires a
nontrivial DOS in the leads. All measurements are performed in a dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of 30 mK.

The Al/InSb device in Fig. 1(a) features an epitaxially matched thin shell of Al defined by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), with a single break in the shell around which the quantum dot is formed [24]. The wires were allowed to age in air, which possibly accounts for softer induced gap. NbTiN contacts are fabricated on top of the Al shell of the nanowire following Ref. [24], but superconductivity in the dot is primarily induced by the Al shell since NbTiN is offset back from the break in the shell. A combination of the back and side gates is used to define a quantum dot by lowering the electron density primarily near the break in the Al shell. In practice, the side gate is fixed and only the lower branch of the superconducting gap. Another current peak is expected when the gap edge of the probe is aligned with the ABS in the dot; therefore the same ABS is responsible for two peaks in transport.

In the Al/InSb device, the conductance is nonzero for $|V| \gtrsim \Delta/e$, and two small conductance peaks are found at $V \approx \pm \Delta/e$ [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)] at zero applied magnetic field. We argue that conductance in the range $\Delta/e < V < 2\Delta/e$ is due to the soft gap effect, which makes tunneling possible when the center of the induced gap in the probe is aligned with ABS level in the dot located close to the gap edge, as in Fig. 1(b). Still, the largest peaks at zero field are at $\pm \Delta$, which indicates that the subgap density of states is relatively small. The resonances at $\pm 2\Delta$ are accompanied by negative differential conductance (NDC) shadows around $\sim 0.5$ mV, which is typical for tunneling transport between two superconducting gap edges and arises due to a convolution of two DOS peaks [28].

The conductance peaks at $\pm \Delta$ and $\pm 2\Delta$ evolve in magnetic field. Both resonances split into two branches, one of which moves to higher bias, while the other moves to lower bias. This indicates that we are observing a Zeeman splitting of an ABS that is localized near the gap edge at zero field [28]. The spectrum is replicated because the same ABS is probed by the large density of states in the probe at $V = \Delta/e$ and by the small density of states at $V = 0/e$. This is confirmed by that fact that the branches originating from $\Delta$ are parallel to branches originating at $2\Delta$ at low field.

At $B = 0.3$ T resonances that originated from $\pm \Delta$ coalesce at zero bias, resulting in a zero-bias peak [12]. At the same field, kinks are observed in higher bias resonances around $V = \Delta/e$. The kinks appear because the positive and negative bias segments are shifted to $+\Delta$ and $-\Delta$ respectively by the probe at the gap edge. The superconducting gap in the Al shell remains virtually unchanged at $B = 0.3$ T. This can be seen because the upper branch of the $1\Delta$ resonance meets exactly with the lower branch of the $2\Delta$ resonance at that field. The gap collapses at higher fields and vanishes at $B \approx 1.0$ T. The high critical field is due to quenched orbital depairing in the thin Al shell. The low-bias replica follows the behavior of the high bias replica reaching a local maximum at $B \approx 0.7$ T and collapsing to zero at $B \approx 1.0$ T. At all fields, the replicas are separated by a bias of $\Delta(B)/e$. We also note that the upper branch at $+2\Delta$ appears to split into three resonances at small fields, with two of the branches moving down, a nonuniversal effect that remains to be understood.
two apparent replicas are observed [Fig. 2(a)]. In this 10 nm thick layer of HfO$_2$, the center-to-center distance of 60 nm. The gate dielectric is a direct, contacts the NbTiN electrodes. This device is behavior of the NbTiN due to the soft gap effect, we now discuss the less trivial defined by gates labeled $t$, $p$, and $s$. Arrows point to four apparent replicas of the lowest loop-like resonance. Data obtained at zero magnetic field (see Supplemental Material [25] for field dependence). (c) Illustrative energy diagram with the soft gap probe, two ABS on the dot (QD$_1$ and QD$_2$) and two ABS in the hard gap lead (LEAD$_1$ and LEAD$_2$). (d) Theoretical model results as a function of dot on site energy $\epsilon_{dot}$, with QD$_{1,2}$ energies $\epsilon^{D}_1 = \epsilon_{dot}$ and $\epsilon^{D}_2 = \epsilon_{dot} - 1.7$ meV, LEAD$_{1,2}$ energies $\epsilon^{F}_1 = 0.5$ meV and $\epsilon^{F}_2 = 1.5$ meV, induced pairing $\Gamma_5 = 0.27$ meV, parent gap $\Delta_p = 2.7$ meV, and Coulomb energy $U = 6.8$ meV (see Supplemental Material [25] for model details).

Having understood the doubling of tunneling resonances due to the soft gap effect, we now discuss the less trivial behavior of the NbTiN/InSb device in which more than two apparent replicas are observed [Fig. 2(a)]. In this device no epitaxial Al shell is present and the nanowire directly contacts the NbTiN electrodes. This device is fabricated atop of an array of fine local gates with the center-to-center distance of 60 nm. The gate dielectric is a 10 nm thick layer of HfO$_2$. The quantum dot is fully defined by gates labeled $t$, $p$, and $s$ for “tunneling,” “plunger,” and “superconductor.” The dot is defined close to the right superconductor and the barrier above gate $s$ is tuned so as to strongly couple the right superconductor and the dot. The left superconductor is separated from the dot by a segment of a nanowire and a high tunneling barrier defined above gate $t$. We vary the occupation of the dot with voltage $V_p$ on the plunger gate. This device has been used in a previous study [29].

Data in Fig. 2(b) show transport through the InSb/NbTiN device as a function of plunger gate up to a high bias of 5 meV. The lowest bias resonances (closest to zero) exhibit behavior typical for ABS in quantum dots: they form a “loop” by crossing the zero bias twice at approximately $V_p = 520$ mV and $V_p = 540$ mV. This is explained by the dot undergoing a singlet-doublet ground state transition at the nodes of the loop [7,8,10,12]. Interestingly, four apparent resonances that follow the same behavior of the upper half-loop are observed at increasing values of positive bias in the gate range. The highest bias resonance is at an energy consistent with twice the gap of bulk NbTiN, which has been measured to be close to 2 meV (data not shown). Multiple Andreev reflections are known to generate a series of subgap features, but this effect is typically observed in symmetric structures, while here $s$ and $t$ barriers are tuned to be highly asymmetric. We also notice that the loop-like resonances at the center of the gate range evolve smoothly into diagonal lines, most clearly for $V_p = 540$–560 mV. These diagonals resemble excited states of a quantum dot. This is not expected for multiple Andreev reflection.

We develop a model that includes a lead electrode with a hard gap on the right, a soft-gap electrode on the left, and a quantum dot in between (details in Supplemental Material [25], which include Refs. [30,31]). To reproduce multiple replicated spectra, we include additional ABS in the right lead, presumably confined within the nanowire segment underneath the superconductor. Good qualitative agreement is found with two ABS within the quantum dot and two ABS in the right lead, with the left lead acting as a tunneling probe [Fig. 2(c)]. Simulated conductance data are presented in Fig. 2(d). The model exhibits multiple half-loop structures at a higher bias, as well as the diagonal lines, which indeed originate from the excited states in the dot. The horizontal resonances that bind the lowest loop are conventionally interpreted as the superconducting gap edge singularities. In our experiment this feature is observed at the scale of 0.4 meV, far below the NbTiN bulk gap. The model shows that the horizontal resonances are in fact the result of the hybridization of the lowest-energy ABS in the dot with the lowest-energy ABS in the lead. The state LEAD$_1$ is not sensitive to gate $p$, therefore it appears as a horizontal resonance in the model. Calculations neglect spin-orbit coupling because the quantum dot spectra are only weakly affected by spin-orbit coupling at zero magnetic field. We also note that, in practice, both devices studied in this Letter likely have soft induced gaps on both sides; however essential features are well captured with a soft gap only on the probe side.

In order to illustrate the role of extra ABS, in Fig. 3 we present the results from the same basic model, in which

![FIG. 2. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of the NbTiN/InSb device. The green dot marks the quantum dot, the white line is a conceptual confining potential set by gates $t$, $p$, and $s$. (b) Tunneling conductance through the dot as a function of bias and $V_p$. Arrows point to four apparent replicas of the lowest loop-like resonance. Data obtained at zero magnetic field (see Supplemental Material [25] for field dependence). (c) Illustrative energy diagram with the soft gap probe, two ABS on the dot (QD$_1$ and QD$_2$) and two ABS in the hard gap lead (LEAD$_1$ and LEAD$_2$). (d) Theoretical model results as a function of dot on site energy $\epsilon_{dot}$, with QD$_{1,2}$ energies $\epsilon^{D}_1 = \epsilon_{dot}$ and $\epsilon^{D}_2 = \epsilon_{dot} - 1.7$ meV, LEAD$_{1,2}$ energies $\epsilon^{F}_1 = 0.5$ meV and $\epsilon^{F}_2 = 1.5$ meV, induced pairing $\Gamma_5 = 0.27$ meV, parent gap $\Delta_p = 2.7$ meV, and Coulomb energy $U = 6.8$ meV (see Supplemental Material [25] for model details).](image-url)
regions, which have different dot occupations (0 in Fig. 3(b), a second ABS QD information used for the interactions in the quantum dot. In simulation due to the self-consistent mean-field approxi-
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separated by 0.35 meV from QD
dot, as in Fig. 2(d). Compared with Fig. 3(c), we can see ABS of different spins are not degenerate in this region.

In Fig. 3(c) we have a single ABS in the dot QD and an ABS in the lead (labeled LEAD). The latter introduces resonances that run largely parallel to the horizontal axis, as in Fig. 2(d). However, at the points where the lead ABS is resonant with the dot ABS, the features due to QD and LEAD exhibit anticrossings. The lowest bias resonance transforms into a loop confined to ±0.5 meV, well below the superconducting gap. The doublet region d contains more resonances than singlet regions s0 and s2 because ABS of different spins are not degenerate in this region.

In Fig. 3(d), we again two ABS in the lead and two in the dot, as in Fig. 2(d). Compared with Fig. 3(c), we can see additional loops forming in the low bias region due to the anticrossing of LEAD and LEAD with QD and QD.

The higher bias loops, as probed by the soft gap in the lead electrode, show a stronger bias asymmetry in terms of peak height than the primary loop around zero bias. As already discussed, all of the low-bias features develop strong replicas due to the gap edge in the probe (red) accompanied by NDC dips (black).

In Fig. 4 we focus on the NDC features observed in InSb/NbTiN devices since they represent an open challenge. The unusual aspect is that NDC is observed at low bias, well within the superconducting gap [Fig. 4(a)]. The NDC regions trace out the loop-like Andreev resonance, at certain instances dominating over the positive differential conductance part. In differential conductance measurements, NDC often appears when two peaks in the density of states are aligned in the probe and the lead. Tunneling current then exhibits a peak that translates into a peak-dip structure in differential conductance. This is why NDC is often observed when tunneling from one superconducting gap edge into another, at a high bias such as in Fig. 1(c) at V = 2Δ/e. However, NDC at a very low bias would require a peak in the DOS of the probe at zero bias [Fig. 4(b)]. Such a peak is included in the model calculation in Fig. 2(d), it is responsible for NDC at a low bias in the model. Shifting the DOS peak in the probe to finite bias results in additional doubling of all resonant features and poorly matches the experimental data (simulation not shown).

The origin of this deduced zero-bias DOS peak, observed in several devices, is unknown at present, but it has significant implications for the interpretation of Majorana experiments done in similar devices, since MBS also
manifests as a zero-bias peak. One can rule out Majorana as an explanation for this peak, because the subgap NDC is observed regardless of the presence of a magnetic field, which is a necessary ingredient for MBS. A plausible scenario is the presence of an accidental discrete zero-energy state in the probe region of the device. The local gates in that part were tuned to highly positive voltages to avoid creating additional quantum dots, and the superconducting contacts to the nanowire are highly transparent. Nevertheless, some bound states may also appear in the probe segment due to its finite size. Other possibilities include, though are not limited to, Fermi-edge singularities and Kondo effect [28,32].

An important conclusion for Majorana experiments is that the tunneling probe can be more complex than a Fermi level or a textbook superconducting DOS, as confined quantum states can form in the adjacent nanowire sections, resulting in additional transport resonances. The presence of such additional resonances may complicate the interpretation of experiments aimed at detecting MBS in nanowires, and should be carefully considered.
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